SPECIAL FEATURES:

For daily
facial cleansing and care

• Blue LED light reduces skin
impurities quickly
• 2 function levels: vibrating
and pulsating

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Professional facial
cleansing brushes

• Deep-pore cleansing and massage
• Water-resistant – can be used in the
shower or bath

SPECIAL FEATURES:
FC 65 Pureo Deep Clear – Blue LED light to combat skin
impurities:
Treatment with blue LED light: reduces skin impurities fast.
Bacteria react with the blue light (415 nm) and are destroyed. Result: The clogged pores can be supplied with sufficient oxygen again.

• With 2 brush attachments
for varied applications

FC 65 Pureo Deep Clear
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• 2 rotation levels: circular rotation and oscillating
rotation

• Skin zone timer for precise application to the skin
zones
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The facial cleansing brush FC 48 offers you a gentle
and deep cleansing of your skin. The two brush
attachments are suitable for all skin types and allow
varied applications.

• 3 speed settings with indicator lamp for speed display
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FC 48 – Facial brush

• Water-resistant – can be used in the shower or bath
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For sensitive
skin

FC 45 – Facial brush
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For all
skin types
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Thanks to the blue LED light with its antiinflammatory effect, the FC 65 facial cleansing
brush quickly reduces skin impurities.

• With hanging ring for practical
storage
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FC 49 – Facial brush

The FC 45 facial cleansing brush can be practically
stored in the bathroom using the hanging ring and is
ideal for travelling due to its compact size.

The FC 49 facial cleansing brush provides smooth,
nourished and fine-pored skin through gentle
massage and thorough cleansing.

• Circular rotation

• With charger

• Skin-friendly silicone

• Water-resistant – can be used in the shower or bath

• Battery level indicator

• 2 speed settings

• Vibration technology - promotes a smooth, even complexion and stimulates blood circulation in the face

• Brush attachment replacements
available

• Illuminated ON/OFF switch

• 15 intensity levels

• Brush attachment replacements available

• 3 cleansing zones for an individual cleansing

• Battery-operated - Incl. 2 x 1.5 V batteries AAA

• Automatic switch-off after 15 min.

• 30 min. operation
• 6h charging

• Battery-operated - approx. 4h operation

• Water-resistant - can be used in the shower and bath
• 2 speed settings
• Brush attachment replacements available
• Battery-operated - Incl. 2 x 1.5 V batteries AAA
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SPECIAL FEATURES:
• Small and handy

• Small and handy

Our
Beauty
Our Beurer
Beautiful and wellgroomed with the
Beurer Beauty
product range

For daily facial cleansing and care.
With interchangeable attachments.

Facial care products for
smooth, supple skin

Professional salon-quality
method

Facial cleansing brush
for varied applications

The skin is a reflection of your soul. A smooth, even complexion
not only looks clear and nourished, it also gives you the selfassurance necessary for a confident appearance. At one time,
these results could only be achieved in a beauty salon; now
thanks to the Beurer beauty range you can recreate them easily
in the comfort of your own home. We leave nothing to be desired.

Optimum facial care and treatment is achieved by combining
the facial cleansing brush, microdermabrasion device and facial sauna.

Facial cleansing brushes gently cleanse the skin and promote better blood circulation at the same time. Used regularly, facial skin appears clearer and brighter.

A steam treatment opens the
pores, the skin becomes more
supple and can absorb valuable
active ingredients better.

STEP 4: Skin care products
To conclude the treatment, you
can use a mild skin care cream
or mask to pamper your skin
even more.
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Practical and hygienic
The brush attachments are removable.
This means they can be easily cleaned or also
replaced, if required.
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20 sec
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Skin zone timer

Rotating, oscillating, vibrating, pulsating
Circular rotation (FC 96, FC 95, FC 48, FC 45) cleanses facial skin particularly gently and oscillating rotation
(FC 96, FC 95, FC 48) provides outstanding deep cleansing.
Vibration (FC 65, FC 49) also cleanses the skin particularly well. An even more thorough cleansing result as well as
smooth and soft skin is provided by pulsation (FC 65).

Oscillation

Vibration

For deep-cleansing exfoliation

For all
skin types

For sensitive
skin
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• LCD display with battery status
display, attachment change
display and speed display
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Application method
Rotation

For deep-pore
cleansing

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Water-resistant
All Beurer facial brushes are water-resistant
in accordance with protection class IPX 7.
They can even be used in the shower and bath or rinsed under running water.
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STEP 3: Facial sauna

3
20 sec
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Carry out a revitalising exfoliation and an activating vacuum
massage once a week. As you
should allow your skin to rest
after microdermabrasion, skip
STEP 3 and finish the treatment
with a skin care product.

• With 4 brush attachments
for varied applications

Pulsation

Blue LED light
Blue light has an anti-inflammatory effect, even within the
first 24 hours. We have therefore equipped our facial brush
with an optional blue LED light to reduce skin impurities even
faster (FC 65).

• 2 rotation levels: circular and
oscillating
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STEP 2: Microdermabrasion once a week

• Up to 6 times more thorough
cleansing action than by
hand

20 sec
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Facial care for
a glowing
appearance

SPECIAL FEATURES:
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Give your face a daily deep-pore
cleanse with a facial cleansing
brush. Then, proceed with a
revitalising exfoliation or a steam
treatment.

More thorough than cleansing by hand
Compared to cleansing by hand, facial cleansing brushes are
up to 6 times more thorough. The skin can also absorb active
ingredients better.
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STEP 1: Daily facial cleansing

Skin zone timer
The skin zone timer ensures the optimal application
time. It stops every 20 seconds to indicate that it is
time to change to a different treatment zone (FC 96,
FC 95, FC 65).

FC 96
Pureo Intense Cleansing
The facial cleansing brush FC 96 offers you a gentle
and thorough cleansing for a noticeably soft and radiant complexion.

FC 95
Pureo Deep Cleansing
The facial cleansing brush FC 95 with its four
different brush attachments provides you with a professional facial treatment – individually tailored to
your skin type.
• 2 rotation levels: circular and oscillating

• Water-resistant – can be used in the shower or bath

• Water-resistant – can be used in the shower or bath

• Apply your cleansing gel to your face, wet the facial brush
and switch it on.

• 4 speed settings

• 3 speed settings with indicator lamp for speed display

• Skin zone timer for precise application to the skin zones

• Skin zone timer for precise application to the skin zones

• The optimum application period per cleanse is 1 minute
(20 seconds per application area – see image)

• With charger

• Illuminated ON/OFF switch

• Brush attachment replacements available

• With charger

• 30 min. operation

• Brush attachment replacements available

• 4h charging

• 30 min. operation

Tip: The FC 95 and the FC 65 have a skin zone timer which
automatically stops briefly after 20 seconds.
• Following the treatment, rinse your skin with clean water and
continue your facial treatment (see “Professional salon-quality method”)

* Dermatological study, 20 women, Institut proDERM Schenefeld/Hamburg,
study no. 14.0217-23

• 6h charging
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